Clarifications № 3
ON REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS № KYR/02 / 2013
Question 1.
1. Can companies from other countries participate in the tender?
Answer 1:
Yes, in the tender documents we do not have any restrictions on the country of registration of bidders
Question 2
2. The solicitation documents have no information on the form of payment?
Answer 2
The payment terms specified in the General Terms and Conditions applicable to OSCE contracts, which is available at
http://www.osce.org/ru/procurement/85124, paragraphs 26 and 28. Payment is effected by bank transfer.
Question 3
3. Prepayment is allowed or not?
Answer 3
No, see paragraphs 26 and 28 of above document.
Question 4
4. In case of payment after the completion of the work, do you not think that the requirement for "Tender guarantees" for proper
completion of documentation is an abuse of buyer authorities or excuse my expression - bureaucracy?
Answer 4
Bid Guarantee - a guarantee of the seriousness of the bidder. In this tender, this guarantee is not required, see paragraph 13.1 of
Section II - List of tender information. Performance bond is not either required (see paragraph 1.26 of Section II - List of tender
information)
Question 5
5. In the case of exemption from VAT - will a letter of the Ministry of Economic Regulation of the VAT exemption be given?
Answer 5
OSCE Centre in Bishkek pay VAT, but then reimburses it from the budget of the Kyrgyz Republic. No letter of the Ministry of
Economic Regulation of the VAT exemption is required. We just please request to indicate in the offer a price without VAT, and the
VAT - separately, since during the evaluation of the price it will be considered without VAT
Question 6
6. Do not you think that the request "forms authorized by the manufacturer - Section III-E" does not correspond to our markets and
the mentality of the companies? Since the market is represented by the manufacturer dealers or mainly individuals. In this case, is it
allowed to get a permission from the dealers?
Answer 6
Section III-E of the above tender refers to the Team and Responsibilities, your question is not related to this tender

